Acknowledgment of Conduct and Professionalism Expectations

To: Incoming Electrochemistry Master’s Internship Program (EMIP) Cohort
From: Oregon Center for Electrochemistry Leadership

Our goal is to provide you with a world class education and career opportunities through our Electrochemistry Master’s Internship Program (EMIP). As you connect with each other prior to coming to campus, and once you are on campus, please remember this is a professional graduate academic and training program. As part of the UO community it is essential all feel welcome, included, and free from any possible comments, behaviors, or other interactions not conducive to a professional and respectful environment. It is important our interactions both inside and outside of the classroom include awareness of and attention to respectful social and academic environment behaviors, messaging, and conduct.

We all deserve and can expect respect and appropriate treatment in professional environments. We expect all members of the EMIP to recognize and respect differences related to race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, religious affiliation, among other identities. We will not accept discrimination or harassment and see this as a violation of our professional expectations of this program. Please be mindful of your interactions with each other as you form your personal and professional relationships. Below are links to information on the University of Oregon’s conduct policies, prevention services, and various programs and organizations for all students to access and partake in within the UO community.

Division of Graduate Studies Diversity, Equity, Identity, and Inclusion Resources
https://graduatestudies.uoregon.edu/diversity

Office of the Dean of Students https://dos.uoregon.edu/

- Community, Cultural, Ethnic, and Identity Resources https://dos.uoregon.edu/community
- Office of Student Conduct and Community Standards
  Student Conduct Code pertinent to Academic Conduct, Substance user Misconduct, General Misconduct, and Discriminatory Misconduct https://dos.uoregon.edu/conduct
- Prevention Services for Substance Abuse, Helping a Friend, Sexual Violence, and more https://dos.uoregon.edu/prevention

1253 University of Oregon, Eugene OR 97403-1253
https://electrochemistry.uoregon.edu/
Sexual Assault Response and Support
https://safe.uoregon.edu/

UO Office of Investigations and Civil Rights Compliance
https://investigations.uoregon.edu/

UO Ombuds Program
https://ombuds.uoregon.edu/

Please sign and return to OCE Managing Director Erica Abbe.

I acknowledge receipt of this information

______________________________________________________________ Date: _______
Printed Name     Signature